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Foreword

This report was prepured by the Engineering and Research

Deparrtnnt of the ±!aldwin Piano Company, under United States

Air Force Contract :o. A.F33 (616) - 3323, Task No. 4. The

task was administered under the direction of Messrs. E. Lazur

end T. P. Mountz, Jr., ;!NE-3, Comnication and Navigation

Laboratory, Iright Air Development Center, PiPB, Ohio.

The contract was terminated for the convenience of the

government on September 15, 1957 by the contracting officer

at WADC. This report summarizes all research completed up to

the time of contract termination.
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-Abstract

Tjhe vibration spectrum and level of speech froan different

anatomaical locations was measured using contact microphones

adiapted for tnis purpose. This information was uscd to select

the optimum -anatomical locations for picking up speech in ex-

tremely noisy (140 db re. 0.000% dyne/cm2', sound fields near

jet engines. On the basis of this preliminary research several

microphone-noise shield systems for use at selected anatomical

locations were develoved. Articulation t~ests of contact micro-

Dhono-noise shield systems were conducted in a 120 db jet inoise '
spectrum. Unsaitisfactory articulation scores were obtained with

these systems even with optimum electrical equalization of speech

:4 s~nal, an~tomical location and seal around the microphone.

A noise cancelling system empoloying a pressure gradient t

Amicroohone (M-76) located in close proximity to the skin pro-

vided satisfactory speech intellibibility in a 120 db jet noise

spectrum. The contract was cancelled by the contracting officer

at aADC before an evaluation of this noise cancelling system was

completed. On the basis of available data it appears that this

noise cancelling microphone system located on the forehead or

neck area would provide satisfactory communicat ion in a 140 db jet

noise.

THlE BW'iN PIANO COMPANY
CINCDCIIATI 2, OHIO AF 33 (616)-3323
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2. a) A. 13. Bereskin, professor of eledtrical engineering,, University

of Cincinnati and electronic consultant for Baldwin. (14)

b) Harold A. Conklin, Tr., senior electronic engineer, B.S.EE.,

University of Toledo; seven years experience in. companications,

ordnance electronics research and development, and acoustical

research and developmeAt at Philco Corp., National Bureau1-of

Standards ( Diamond Ordnance ruze Labs.)., and Baldwin. (88)

c) Terry Dempsey, acoustical laboratory techrifian. (52)

d)Y Robert K. Duncan, supervising engineer, acoustical research
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Professional Engineer;- LLB.,- Attdrney-at La*, Ohio Bar.
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engineer- at RCA, Cpehart- Farnsworth, and Baldwin. (2?)

e) Roger E. Kirk, senior psychoacoustic engineer, Ph. D. in expi-

mental psychology, Ohio State University; two years experience

in psychoacoustics and human engineering. (584),

4') D. W. Martin, assistant chief engineer and director of research,

Ph. D. in physics, sixteen years experience in-Industrial acous-

tical research and development at RCA and El dwin, and as con-

sultant, author and editor in fields of acoustics and audio. (112)

g) R. L. M4urphy, intermediate electrical engineer, B.S., American

Television Institute of Technology, six years industrial experience

in measurement of acoustical transducer and audio system per-

formance. (467)
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H. A,116
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Sfetion ;1 - Ernerkeantal Pr weure

:) Voice b:.orber

T. order to flle_3tlate the Vibration spetrum end level of
esc~e 9V-p s picked up froS loicaliy chosen loct oas om

the an-atony, it was necedsury to, provide mans fIr tsIoiag

the talker's bone conducted speech from his Lir conucted
seoch. To ths end a voice absorber w adatad Oa rll-

able box. The design of -whe voice absorber is shao in 'Figure

1. T overall-dimns ions of the vo"le absorter were 60 x 36 x 22

incbes. Ite interior of the voice absorber l lined with 3. layems

of Aerocor fibre glass.. The JAdtb piece for the voice absorber 1s-

desilpned from a modified A13A Oygs mak. _4A. adju3table -head -r-est

hold the subject's head- firily In place. A sound level -iter raicro-

phone vas mounted inside the voice absorber approximately 13

inches from the talker's lips. A VU meter was uounted on the

front of the voice absorber so that the talker could *onitor

his speech level while talking into the Voice absorber. The

voice absorber provided attenuation of sound of the order of 15

to 20 db. It was believed that the acoustic, 12pedance offered

to the voice mechanism by the voice absorber ws not signift-I

,cantly different than that offered by a free field. In order to

ascertain if talking into the voice absorber produced a change

in the speech spectrum, the spectrum ror-a typical talker was

e-asured in an anecsoic clisxmber u.ing is 6401U, microphone. Fol-

TIM IMI)NdflN PIAN4O %'AIY
CINCDINATI 29 01110O,
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COMTAC1! j1ICRO;7d01!oi! IMWESTIGAT [Oi
Final Enginerin, "Report on

Task 4, aSsigned under
Contract No. A35 (616 )-:3:53

levels in the 6 c c. coupler. The .'/. E. amplifier was removed'

from the equimnent setup and an Altec power supply used to provide j
the polarizing voltage for the 640C/M microphone. The microphone out-

put was led directly to the RCA booster amplifier., Measurement of

coupler sound pressures at different locations was not completed,

but the high levels observed suggested the feasibility of microphone -

noise shield Srstems- D and E later tried.

e) Speech equalizer device

It has been observed by numerous investigators that body conducted

speech Sounds differ markedly in spectrum from airborne speech

sound. emitted from the mouth (2, 3, 8). In general, body con-

ducted speecn -sounds contain less high frequency energy relative,

to low frequency energy than do air conducted speech sounds. In

order to render body conducted speech sounds-maximaly intelligible,

electrical equalization of the signal after it has: been picked up

frot the anatomy is necessary. To this end a passive equalizer

network was developed which provided means for obtaining the fol-

lowing speech equalization slopes: 6 db/octave, 6 db/octave to

1000 cps ,,nd 12 db/octave thereafter and 12 db/octave. A circuit

diagram of the equalizer network is shown in Figure 4., i,

f) Low noise transistorized amplifier -

The vibration amplitude of speech signals from certain anatomical

location, for example the forehead area, is relatively low-in

level. When equalization of speech signals from the forehead 

ThE Bui3ADf' PIANO, COviof

u=CININTI 2, OHIO ,-
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CON-TACT" SUIROP-HONE r,.-VBSIG.,T1C
Fina Englneerimg Report on

Task 4, assigned under
Contract No. AF3 (616) - 33. 3

are -was attempted, considerable difficulty with electrical

noise, T.V. and radio signal interference, was encountered.

The T. V. sifnals, radio signals and hum were found to be entering the

system primarily through the contact microphone and microphone cable.

In order to minimize these interference erfects, a low noise transis-

torized amplifier was constructed. The circuit developed separately

by Bereskin (3) is shown in Figure 5. A block diagram showing all

the combinations of equipment used in picking up speech vibrations

from different anatomical locations is shown in Figure 6. Tha

system shown in Figure 6 allows for considerable flexibility in

the types of microphones used.

2. Speech Spectrum Measuremont

On the basis of preliminary listening comparisons of the speech

spectrum from all locations on the head and neck area, six anatomical

locations were chosen for more extensive investigation. The six 10-

cations were (1) right and left side of neck on plane zith larynx,

(2) one inch above nasalis, (3) across coronal suture on top and

along midline of skull, (4) one inch below occiptial protuberance,

(5) great wing of sphenoid and (6) one inch back and below mental

protuberance of mandible. Figure 7 shows the 6 locations used in the

investigation.

The contact microphone was attacba to The anatomical location

under investigation by means of an adjustable strap.

The subject'n head was pooltioned in front of the voice absorber

,so that a good seal around the chin, cheeks and nozie was obtainAd.

THi E BALDWIN PIANO CO!rHiY
CflJClJ' 4ATI 29 OHIO
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I - 5 __

1 -6 6
1

Y,

I Oight ad left side of ne-k on plane with lar'nx

2 One inch~ above nasalis

3 Acrnss croonal suture on top and along =idJ ine of skull

. One inch below occiptial. protubcrance

5 'reat ving of sphenoid

o One inch back ara below mental protuberance of mandible
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Task4, ineJunder

energy below 1000 cps. This is of interent since freque ncles

above 1000 cps contribute lisproportionately to speech intelli-

C-ibility. it should be noted that the data -.-.as obtais'-d far one

subject only.

j ~The lf2;t Kontak M'icroohone wa used to pick. u-) the body

conductedI speech vibrations. The freqiuency response of* this

microphone has not been deter:-iined due to termninat ion of' the

contract and therefore only relative coioaarisons aon.7 the curves

can be made. On the basis of linterning comparisons of speech

from the six anatomical locations, it appeared tha.t best intelli-

gibility could be achieved from-. the forehead region.

2. Speech L7evel At Four Anatomical Locations

It is evident from Figures 8 and 9 that there is a consider-

able difference in speech level at different anatomical locations.

In order to ma~ze a valid con'narison of speech intelligibility

among the locations it is necessary to equate the speech levels

so that they s;ound equally louI. This .-.as accomplished by havingI.the subject3 monitor their spreech on the sound Level meoter while

maintain a constant vocal effort. Loudness balance comoarisons

were made while the contact microphone was switched to each

of te aatomcallocations under investigation. The a'-ount of

Speech signal attenuation necessary for equal loudness was

determinod while the subJects repeated the"Joe . . .. Lawn"test

sentence. The results of the loudness balance tests are shown

CINCININATI L, 01110



n.] "n ineerinp .eport on
Tras" -, aa:;ir nd un.',er

Contract No. ;(G1h-.2.

in Tabl,- f. ,\-o 3ets or loudness balance tests were made for

each subject. In this way thp variability attributable to

factors such as olacelent of the microphone and errorr. in loud-

ne:;!3 balancin;, the signals could be deterzained. The average

di:'f-re: c bewe,' tno fir:;' ar I second trials was 1.,, db. This

ir. :i:,t thut t... reliability of t!:. exnertmrental procedure is

B:.-t ifi fac tory.

TABLE I

Attenuation Apnied To Speech Signals For Equal Loudnes3

ight Side ol' One Inch
Subject Neck On Plane Below Occiptial One Inch Great Wing

Wfith Lar-nx Protuberance Above Nasalis Of Sphenoid

E -21 -7 -l -2
-24 -9 -2 -3

;Th 1 -30 -7 -3 -2
-27 -10 -5 -6

.;1 -27 -9 -2 -3
-13 -5 -4

Jl 1 -27 -8 -3 -3
-30 -6 -3 -2

RL 1 -2b -8 -3 -2
4 -z. -6 -, 0

i.' 1 -23 -7 -3 -3
2 -26 -7 -3 -2

JS 1 -27 -9 -4 -5
-29 -11 -8.,..5

Ml -26.1 -7.9 -2.7 -2.9

M 2 -26.7 -8.9 -3.8 -3.1

1 2.53 .83 88

C 2.37 2.47 2.17 1.88

,,Ih. Plt.OWfIM 1'IAJ'JO CO'PANY

C [NCIL ArI 2, OHIO



co; r:'ACT :!CEOPHOi NV I~J 3T P';T!O!'
Fina! Engincering Report on

Task ,, as-:ign,:d under
Contract No. AFZ:"(616)-n323

It is evIdent froin Table I that speech signals frou the

throat arearequired the most attenuation for equal loudness

followed by the occiptial protuberance, nasalis and great wing

of sphenoid in that order. The results of these loudness

balance tests are in agreement with the findings of nrevious

investig,=tors (2, 4, 9 & 10) to the effect thiat the highest

level speech sounds are those in the region of the larynx. In

all of the articulation tests reported in the results section,

the speech signals were adjusted for equal loudness.

When electrical equalization was applied to the soeech

signals to render them more intelligible, it was necessary

to change the system gaia in order to ac ieve equal speech

loudness. The amount of attenuation used with the four speech

equalization slopes is shown in Table II. The amount of attenu-

ation applied to each slope for equal loudness was determined

I ' by the loudness baleaice procedure described above.

TABLE II

Attenuation Applied To Four Speech Equalization
Slopes for Equal Loudness

Microphone
0 6 db 6-12 db 12 db

Electro Voice 29 12 3 0

'V Amperite Kontack 30 14 2 0

For a description of the different slopes see Part II Section A le

qqi BALDWIN PIANO C0o::tpANY

CINCMH\NATI 2, OHIO3'k
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3. Articulation Tests At Three Anatomical Locations

Articulation tests were conducted to determine which ana-

tomical locations provided the best speech intelligibility.

Three anatomical locations were used; one inch above the nasalis,

one Inch below the occiptial protuberance and the right side of (I
the neck on plane with the larynx. An Amperite Kontack micro-

phone and an Electro-Voice microphone were used to pick up the

speech vibrations. The listeners and talker were located in

auiet. The contact microphones were connected to the AIC-1O

Intercommunication System by means of a 60011 to 51L matching

transformer at the output of the speech equalizer device as

shown in Figure 6. The microphone input to the AIC-10 System

was used so that this part of the system could remain constant

regardless of the type of microphone used. The subjects listened

to PB word I ists over ?79/AIC earphones. The results of these

articulation tests are shown in Table III.

It is evident from Table III that the best speech intelligibility

is obtained Vrom the forehead area. It is interesting to note the

equalization slopes which provided the best intelligibility at the

three anatomical locations. This is an indirect indication of the

relative distribution of speech energy along the frequency continuum.

We would expect the throat area to require the most equalization

since as shown in Figures 8 and 9, it had less high frequency energy

relative to low frequency energy than either the back of the head or the

forehead. This expectation is confirmed by the data in Table iII.

THJE PIANO COMPANY
C-INCfINATI 2, OHIO~, ~ ~ ___
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TABLE; III

lesults of Articulation Tests At Three natomi cal Locations.

Three F auivstion Slopes Applied To 3pecch Spectrum*

Listeners & Talker In ,uIet

Rligt Side Of One Inch
Talker M.icrophone Neck On Plane Below Occiptial One Inch Above

With Larynx i Protuberance Nasalis

0 6 6-12 12* 0 6 6-12 12 0 6 6-12 12

J.S. Azmperite 88 90 91 84 90 94 96 94 97 96 97 93

J.S. Armperite 84 91 91 96 92 97 97 91 97 96 93 97

J.S. Electro-Voice 82 94 78 90 88 91 96 86 93 91 96 94

J.S. Electro-Voice 81 83 84 87 91 92 96 87 97 98 97 941.S. Electro-Voice 81 84 85 85 87 95 95 89 97 93 93 91

AVE. 83 86 86 88 90 94 96 89 96 95 95 92

[ : "i.E Anmperite 7? 83 85 89 88 93 9? 92 99 93 91 89

Amperite 85 91 90 93 88 91 96 91 99 98 95 96

*';.E. Electro-Voice 84 92 88 80 90 87 87 85 97 92 92 81

- . Electro-Voice 8," 79 85 89 91 84 82 81 90 95 93 80

cW.E. Electro-Voice 80 93 79 89 79 85 90 90 95 95 87 80

ILVE.~ 82 88 85 88 72 88 90 88 96 95 92 85~

* AVE.
(To j 83 87 86 88 81 91 93 89 96 95 94 88
TALKiMS)

* For description of equalization slopes see Section le titled Speech equalization device.
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TP differences shown in Table III between the equalization

slopes are snall. e would expect speech intelligibility

differences among the slopes to be more evident under con-

ditions of nigh ambient noise at the talker end of the system.

4. Articu3ation Tests In A 120 db Jo Noise

Articulation tests were conducted with the talker located I
in the contractor's noie room with a 120 db jet noise spectrum. I

Listeners were located in the control room in a relatively low

ambient noise field (88 db re. 0.002 dyne/an 1. Noise shields

for use with the contact microphones were obtained by modifying I

existing ear-muffs. Two types of ear-muffs were used for this

purpose; 3traight Away jound Protector AO 372-8 and Safe-T-Zar

.iuff No. 255. It was possible to achieve ambient noise attenuation

of the order of 20 db by using these shielding devices around the

microphones. The results of articulation tests conducted under

the ab,)ve conditions are shovm in Table IV.
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:-.sut:., C. ArtP-ulation Tests

Talker in 1:,- -!b Jet N:oise

L!stoners In .ulet"

Itight .3ide Of One inch

Talker Microphone Nleck On Plane .;low Occinti.I One: Inch Above
SLarynx Protuberance ..fasal is

3 6 6-12 12 0 6 6-12 1% 0 6 6-12 12

W. E, Amerite Kontak 15 19 12 8 11 14 8 6

e. Aaperite Kontak 20 18 14 6 22 -2 1i 8

J.S. Amperite Kontak .i 20 14 29 43 32 30 28

J.S. Amperite Kontak 11 19 17 22 30 ,5 22 20 F
3..;. Aiperite Kontak 30 33 37 28 39

J.3. Ampcrite Kontak 22 31 33 30 4X0

W.E. '.1-76 mike (mois- 12 2l 19 28 22 22 1.P 17

ture barrier 1
ii pressed against skin),

i 14-76 (moisture 14 16 21 20 P5 39 25 22
barrier pressed
against skin)

T. S. M-76 mike (mois- 24 35 37 23

*ture barrier

pressed against si.in)

T.S. I .- 76 (moisture 14 39 40 25
barrier pressed
apainst skin)

T.S. M-76 (moisture 22 25 19 31 29 41 31 22barrier removed,
mike against skin)

J.S. M-76 (moisture 29 40 39 23
barrier removed,
mike against skin)

i Data not complete due to ter- ination of contract.

In
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It is evident fra-z thze results shown in Table ri that speech

intelli 'ibility usin,. a C('ntLaCt rMicrophone in a 120 db jet noise

v:as not setisr.actory. As -ih be expecte-, the problen was

poor SI:; r~st:o. It will lie reca:1ed that arti-ilation scores in

vitt~t (Table I11) were quite stfaor.Attempts to achieve

£:o~tnn'n :1b of' ambient noise attenuation by improving, the

rnicropine nt'Ase si.~elds were unsuccessful.

The mirronhone currently in use by -echanics while servicing -

jet aircralt in a 140) db of noise i3 the LI-55 in a modified 'M-34

rnicroubone noise shield. A microphone ani noise shield typical

of units currently in use zias obtained and articulation tests

conductei. The results of tnese tests are showi.n in Table 11.

TABU, V

Results OP Articulation Tests With M-55 'Microphone

In .1-34 Microphone Nqoise Shield

Talker In 120 db Jet Noise

Listeners In ',uiet

Talker IArticulationScr

J.3. 86

J.3. 86

3.S. 89

J.S. 81

T.S. 79

L~fAN84.2
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.Then th.e results of artictilation tests usil- a contact

microohone an! a .- b5 microphone are compFrrel It is e-vilen t

atht the. -r..rancc o:! the ctrntct m:icroihone under o.imum

Y cona:itionzs (e-iualization, anat-.nica1 Location, 4'q,od s-,round

shli!d, utc.J is far Itifrior t the r."ce articulation

test scores usins- a co:tact maicrophone i In !;;l b jet noiz e ere

not satisfactory, it *','as aVDarent that little chance fiJr success

could be exnected in 140 db noise as outlin-id i:. the task as-

sig-.ent. In view of these fndings, it .-.-as deci'Ied t . try a

different approach to the problem of ricking up speech fr: -he

anatomy. These approaches as ;:ell as a qualitative evaluation

of the two approaches which were reduced to practice are ies-

cribed in Part l7 of this report.

PART IV

A. Alternative :iethods For Picking Up Speech From The Aiuuiomy

The results presented in Part III of this report indicate that

the chief problem encountered with contact microphones in a 120 db

jet noise is poor signal to noise ratio. Attempts to achieve greater

than 20 db ambient noise attenuation by shielding means around the

microphone were unsuccessful. Since adequate shielding around the

microphones could not be obtained, the following five alternative

approaches to improving S/N ratio were considered. Four of the ap-

proaches considered woul1 involve some method of' cancelling the noise

which entered the systea in addition to the use of shieldin! around

the :i crophone.

Tili'. 1A\1A1h J PIAN0 C0O1iPANY
C fNC/INATI 2, OHIO
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1. System A

The first system is illustrated in Figure 10. This system con-

sists of two contact micropt.one3 and noise shields located at adjacent

places on tne i nt my. This system requires that the microphones be

located on ureas which have the same noise level and spectrum at the

surface of the skin but different speech levels. Two possible locat-

ions would be the forehead area and the cheek. The ambient noise

levels would probably be very similar at both locations. In addition,

the noise wiich is radiated from these areas is probably similar in 1
spectrum. The signal outputs from the two microphones would be led

to a nixing circuit. The output of the mixing circuit would be proport-

ional to the difference in signal levels between the microphones.

Although the noise levels at the microphones would be similar, the

phases would be different at high frequencies, so that the noise

signals would not be completely cancelled. This approach was neither

reduced to practice nor considered promising.

2. System B
.1

The second system is shown in Figure 11. This system con-

sists of a contact microphone located on the skin to pick up

speech, and an acoustical microphone located in the same enclo-

sure to pick up noise not attenuated by the noise shield. The acou-

stic micronhono would feed the noise 1800 out of phase to a

small loudspeaker located in the enclosure. Such a system would

effectively cancel noise i-i the enclosure around the contact

micropbonc. The feasibility of cancelling noise in a small en-

TME !4kLD;'7N IANO.1 CO"_'-MY

CJ '1GJ:".%,11.J 2,OFI
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c]osure wis been previously demonstrated by Olson (12). Pre-

lirminary work on this system was begun but not completed nrior

to termination of the contract.

,molification o tr.in afproach would involve a bridge inV the electronic circuit :o thait the acoustic microohone (21 wo:i

alvay.i drivfn in the null dircetion. This aoproach was not

tried due to terrmination of the contract.

3 . Sy:tem C

The third system is shown in Figure 12. Thi3 system uses

i a contact microphone located on the skin. This microphone is

activated by speech signals as well as noise in the enclosure.

[ The output of the microphone is fed 180 ° out of phase to a loud-

speaker in the enclosure which cancels the noise. The system was

not reduced to practice.

4. System D

The fourth system in shown in Figure 13. This system con-

sists of an acoustic microphone in close proximity to the skin.

(2: The microphone would be located so as to achieve a good seal

with the skin. Im experimental model of this system was con-

structed. Preliminary tests with this system have shown promise

of providing good speech intelligibility in a noise level of

120 db. It is believed that this system would not be satisfact-

ory in a noise level of 140 db.
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n.System E

The fifth systei is shown in Figure 14. This system con-

qistsj of' an '1-76 pressure gradient microphone in a noise shield.

One side of the noise cancellin,', microphone was sealed off from

the otntr :-flle as snown in Fig~ure 14. TPhe diaphragmis of' the nois~e

cancellinfg niicrophoric were ortenl1d at right angles to the skin. 1
Speech was permitted to enter one side of the enclosure but was

prevented from~ entering the other side by a rigid metal plate.

Thus the speech signals activated only one diaphragm of the pres-

sure gradient nmicrophona. PNoise on the other hand could activate

both diaphragmqs of the microphone. The effect of this arrange-

ment was to cancel the noise entering the enclosure While trns-

mitting the speech signal. T'his system was reduced to practice

using an early -iodel of the '.1-76 microphone in a Safe-T-Muff ear

defender. The enclosure was separated into two sections by a

half inch sheet of neoprene rubber. The inside of the enclosure

was shaped with clay to reduce the internal volume and to produce

a horn effect from the skin to the microphone diaphrapa. The

inside surface of the metal plate,which prevented the speech sig-

nal froma entering one side ofl the enclosure,was covered with

1/16 inch neoprene to simulate skin.

On the basis of listening, comparisons of this system with

the M-55 in a M-34 shield, it is believed that intelligible comn-

munication in a 140 db jet noise could be obtained. At the timi

the experimental model of this systeri was completed, the con-

tractor's articulation test crew was on vacation. It was planned

Mp, BkYD%7 PfA!I0 COIPANY
Cfl'Cfl'ATI 2, OHIO
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to conduct articulation tests on this noise cancelling microphone

system when the articulation test crew returned,h!at the cofitroct

was termninated before tis could be accomplished.

The signal to noise ratio of tine mi-crophonfe systen- was +18' db

in a 1:v. dt; jet noi.-e.. This figure was obtained with the micro-.

phone syste-i Iodated on the side of -the throat. This i's not the

optimum Iodation for the synte.;a but was dictated by the .shApeof

tte. shield enclosure. The speech quality of the- sys tem wan, judged-

good even in this throat position.

On the -basis of the data available it appears that -this miicro-_

phone systdm Would meet the req4irenionts set forth in the task as-I

sign.'n6nt.. Specifically these requirements were to: (1l) provide

intelli-ible dornunication in a 140 db jet noise and (2) jprovide

a minimum of kestriction of head and body movements of the wearer.-

A. Conclusions

The following' conclus ions, have been drawn from the data Oresented.

in this report.

1.- The higthe'st intensity level dpeech sounds are those radiated

fron-the larynx area.

2, Speech intelligibility is best at anatomiical locations on the

forehead (I inch abbv6 nasalis) and temple area (great wing

of .sphenoi'd).

3. There appears to be an iaverse relationship for areas on the q

head between speech, intelligilbility and speech, intelisity level.

THE~ BALII'4 PIANO 'OXIPAtM1Y A
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4. A microphone located on the throat requires more electrical

equalization of the speech spectrum than the same microphone

located on the forehead or back -of the head (one inch below

the occiptial protuberance) to achieve maximum intelligibility.

5. The maximum overall noise attenuation which can be achieved

by, shielding :eani around amIcrophbne located on the skin

is of the order of 20 db.

6. Conventional contact microphones under optimum conditions of

shieldihni, anatomical location,, seal between shield and skin

and electricei equalization will not provide satisfactory

articulation scores in a 140 db jet not e field.-

7. Poor signal-to-noise ratio is the chief factor responsible

for unsatisfactory peftormiance~ of contact microphones in-a

120- db jet notse system.

8., A noise cancelling system consisting of a pressure gradient.

microphone (M-?6) 6d6id in, close proximity to the skin in

a special Shielding device -can provide satisfactory speech

itelligibility in a 120 db jet noise. It is believed 6n the

basis of S/N measurement in a 120 db noise field that this

type of system could provide satisfactory intelligibility in

a 140 db jt -noise.

9. Some system of-noise cancelling is necessar, either by the

microphone or in the cavity enclosing the microphone if

satisfactory speech communication is ,to be carried on in

jet noise fields -of 140 db.
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